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The teaching–learning process, at each educational level, is often an open problem for educators and researchers related

to the stated topic. Researchers combine emerging technologies to formulate learning tools in order to understand the

abstract contents of the subjects; however, the problem still persists. A technological learning tool would be effective when

projected into an educational model that looks at motivation, usability, engagement, and technological acceptability. Some

of these aspects could be attributed through the use of augmented reality and games. 
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1. Introduction

The teaching–learning processes, at all educational levels, are an open problem for educators and researchers related to

the subject in question because the topics of abstract concepts, content in many areas of knowledge, such as

mathematics, chemistry, physics, among others , as well as technology and engineering subjects , are not correctly

assimilated by all students. Learning technologies help a lot, but they also increase the difference in the learning rate

between students of the same level. Educators consider several factors in this learning behavior; among these factors are

those related to the effectiveness of technological learning tools.Along with the evolution of technologies, research work

emerged from different areas of external education, especially in the field of computer science, looking for effective

alternatives to learning processes through the use of augmented reality (AR) and the approach of games. A common

approach found in the literature is to find ways to minimize the complexity of understanding abstract content related to the

students’ universe . With respect to this effort, finding an ideal scenario where all subject content is learned by the

entire student universe is, perhaps, a utopia. However, and thanks to the technologies mentioned above, the learning

process has evolved notably.On the other hand, it has been observed that many learning tools based on computer

applications have not been accepted. This could be due to unsatisfactory results related to parameters in technological

acceptability , motivation , and usability , among other parameters, required by educational users. In addition,

application approaches depend on considerations of age and educational level of the learners to incorporate motivational

attributes, combined with augmented reality (AR) game techniques, which allow learners to maintain application use. Lack

of motivation and perception of relevance in the real world are consequences of a child’s low interest in science . In this

case, games based on learning and narratives can be the right tool to generate an intrinsic motivation in learning. In a

general way, we understand that this tool must captivate the users (students and learning agents) as a technological

acceptance. This means that it must be related to some educational model, using learning techniques that are engaging,

motivating, intriguing, and enjoyable.

2. Information Technology and Education

The insertion of information technology in education aims to promote effective improvements in the learning process. For

this we consider that a technological tool for teaching–learning is appreciated from the perspective of the learners,

instructors, and educational promoters. Depending on the type of tool, its qualities should captivate users interested in

learning through its use. Therefore, we see that it is necessary to specify the elements that could define these attributes

and the types of technological tools commonly used.

2.1. Elements for a Pleasant Technological Learning Tool

The elements considered in the design of a teaching–learning technological tool define attributes that cause positive

attitudes in the learner user and the teacher for their acceptance of use. These attributes are related to the effectiveness

of learning, pleasant interaction, expected motivation, and construction of knowledge through experiences, among others

. These elements are generally integrated in learning methods, motivational psychology, usability principles, learning

games, and physical–virtual combination approaches, among others.
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2.1.1. Learning Methods

Active learning methodologies encourage students to develop their knowledge by performing dynamic activities such as

teaching, practicing, and discussing specific topics . One of the techniques of active methodologies is project-based

learning (PBL) , in which students acquire knowledge and skills by exploring problem-based challenges. This means

the method integrates knowledge and doing, and focuses education on the student who learns from the experience .

PBL is associated with Piaget-inspired constructivist theory, in which knowledge is constructed by the student through

experiences and global perception. Constructivism encourages students to learn science and develop critical thinking

skills by solving real situations, and this is motivating for better learning . These methods are incorporated to

technological tools, based on the Internet and interaction devices, giving good results in the development of fundamental,

critical, and investigative skills of students , particularly in the learning of science, technology, engineering, and

mathematics .

2.1.2. Motivational Psychology

In positive motivational psychology, the theory of self-determination (SDT) studies motivation and human personality.

Motivational SDT considers intrinsic and extrinsic sources. Intrinsic motivation leads to pleasant and interesting behavior,

while extrinsic motivation is based on external compensations or impositions. SDT bases its principles on the fact that

humans have a natural tendency to be intrinsically motivated, including external regulations, for example, self-regulation

for personal psychological growth, social integration, and well-being . The SDT hypothesis is that people have three

innate psychological needs: competence, autonomy, and relationship. Competence is related to the desire to be

sufficiently effective when performing an activity. Autonomy refers to the desire to regulate one’s own behavior.

Relationship refers to the desire to have a close relationship and affectivity with others. The reviewed works consider that

the use of AR and games induce motivational aspects for learning .

2.1.3. Usability in Learning Tools

A technological learning tool must captivate the user and possess the following attributes: ease of use, attractiveness,

promote a pleasant and efficient interaction, and, above all, be acceptable for adoption. Researchers in human computer

interaction (HCI) are clear on how to deal with the concept of usability, which is a parameter that offers performance

measurements, error rates, or user satisfaction in human and system interaction. Usability, for example, when several

users interact with the technology, is measured in terms of factors such as the quality of conversations, richness of

gestures, and smoothness of movement. In  usability was considered in relation to the user as individual constraints,

experiences, perceived cognitive load, technical design aspects, and orchestration load. Usability takes priority in the

development of learning tools with augmented reality (AR) technology ; since technology implies an intense user

interaction, usability also implies cognitive dimensions and good user experiences related to affective variables. Cognitive

load, as approached by  in AR educational games, can be divided into mental effort and mental load. Mental effort (or

foreign extrinsic cognitive load) refers to the external resources needed to perform a task; it implies that the design of

learning approaches should minimize mental effort to leave more memory operating capacity. Mental workload (or intrinsic

cognitive workload) is caused by the learning material and by the interaction between tasks as well.

2.1.4. Learning Games

Learning through games has been effective in various situations , for different purposes and for different ages. In

particular, the learning processes in children have shown that games have a great potential to capture attention . Games

are intrinsic motivators for children to actively participate in the learning process. Learning games have demonstrated to

be appropriate in helping students develop an understanding of scientific concepts and processes . A player is trapped

for an unlimited amount of time looking for strategies to win and experience the excitement of play. Precisely, these

actions are subject to the fundamental psychological needs of SDT, among which are the following: competence,

autonomy, and relationship, considered as the basis for gamification . Therefore, games provide a sense of well-being.

When a game is projected with educational purposes, it is necessary to address the concept of gamification that,

according to , is related to the design of game elements, strongly related to ludus, games with purposes, and serves

to create meanings, sense of actions in human beings, classifications and competence .

2.1.5. Augmented Reality

The AR system is characterized by the combination of virtual and real objects, perfectly aligned, in a real scenario, so that

a user can interact with them in real time . Such connection between physical and digital domains allows the human

being to build complete visions of cases and phenomena that happen as if everything were real. The interactions are

carried out through desktop computers with cameras and, more recently, through cell phones . An AR system uses

input and output devices with spatial position and orientation that can be tracked on a computer platform, based on a
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framework of manipulation of AR input/output software and application behavior. In education, students can analyze the

abstract concepts of science at the level of objects and their properties for effective discernment and, therefore, increase

knowledge retention through experimentation , following, for example, the constructivist approach. Students can use

AR mobile applications (MAR) in or out of the classroom. The trend of research in recent years is the preference for the

use of MAR in education at various levels (61%) . About 24% of AR educational tool users are on the desktop computer

. The portability and variety of resources favor the preference for the use of AR. For example, the AR game Pokémon

Go is used as a MAR with geolocation  that motivates the cognitive aspects (concentration) of children, and its

extension can be oriented to learning .

2.2. AR-Based Educational Tools

Technology-based education promotes learning improvements in the classroom, in the laboratory, and as a supplement.

Teachers and students use the tools in the classroom to develop subject matter classes that require more attention for

comprehension. With lab experiences, learners verify the theories addressed in the classroom and conduct simulated

practice for better understanding. The supplement encourages self-directed learning for any interested person . A fourth

category of the tool is aimed at people with disabilities. In , good effects on the science of education using AR-based

learning tools are shown in relation to conceptual change, PBL attributes, sustainability, and special ability. In terms of

uses, authors in  show that 42% of AR-based tools are used in the classroom, and 9% are used outside the classroom

as a supplement.

2.2.1. Classroom

Research has shown that the use of information technology in the classroom enriches the teaching–learning process,

increasing the performance of students in contrast to the use of this tool . The theoretical concepts of the conferences

can be illustrated with explanations in 3D, manipulating the operations of the tool . For that, a combination of AR and

tangible user interfaces (TUIs) is an effective complement to learning. To create new learning experiences, as mentioned

, the use of TUI facilitates direct object manipulation and the ability to make a smooth transition between real life and

virtual reality. Internal and external constraints must be met for learning solutions to work well in the classroom. To do this,

ease of use and usability factors must be evaluated. The complexity of classrooms, particularly in laboratory tests, can

affect the expected results; therefore, there must be a pedagogical way to control the environment, based on the postulate

of the load of orchestration in the classroom , which is actually the minimization of the effort needed for the teacher and

other actors involved in the classroom to perform effective learning activities.

2.2.2. Laboratory

The experimental verification of theories can be done in a real laboratory environment combining virtual and real

elements, in an AR-based paradigm. This combination facilitates the interaction with scientific concepts, such as the

behavior at the molecular level of gas dynamics , and visually unobservable phenomena in real cases , such as at

the microparticle level ; it significantly improves the development of laboratory skills and develops positive attitudes in

physics laboratory work for university students . To some extent, the results of students’ learning and laboratory skills

have been ignored . The MEteor mixed reality game system, interactive due to its body inclusion, allows an accurate

understanding of astronomy physics for teenagers , discarding misconceptions learned in theory. According to ,

regarding lectures and learning science, technology, and engineering, which generally require laboratory exercises for

experimentation and concept understanding, the use of technology as virtual and augmented reality offers advantages

compared to real laboratories.

2.2.3. Complementary

AR-based learning technology cannot be used strictly in classrooms and laboratories, it can also be used, perhaps even

more effectively, as a complement to traditional learning methods  with desktop or portable devices, promoting positive

attitudes in learners . Students can complement or deepen some subjects of studied knowledge, as any other

academic, and the use of these tools generally is focused on human knowledge. Technicians can practice activities

related to their profession or out of curiosity, as demonstrated  by technical assistance in sophisticated mechanical

repair machines, where technicians must experiment repeatedly to learn, such as discerning abstract calculus concepts

. Academic scholars recognize that AR applications potentially motivate activities outside the classroom.

2.2.4. Disabled

Learning technologies in this category are generally targeted to children within a treatment for a specific disability to allow

for easy education. Work in this category is generally based on play with motivational, psychological, and pedagogical

attributes. There are works considered as good, such as ALERV, which help children with reading and writing problems,
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proposed by . Reference  works with a game called ABCDyslexic, aimed at children with dyslexia, and mentioned by

, it helps hearing impaired children through an interactive puppet show. An application derived from  for preschool

autistic children identifies emotions through play. Reference  uses movement and object detection in the environment

to train deaf and blind children  and presents an interactive MAR application for learning geometry, which improves

learning motivation and frustration tolerance of disabled children. Among other approaches for that purpose, the

combination of play and AR has been found to be quite productive.

3. Augmented Reality and Games in Education

The use of AR approaches and play techniques are generally preferred by researchers in the motivational educational

context . AR, which provides visual and interactive experiences combined with relevant information, allows the

understanding of complex phenomena , while play techniques add the motivational aspect to the learning process .

The appropriate combination of AR and games, in the psycho-pedagogical context, within an educational model, promises

to offer the student an interesting technological learning tool .

3.1. Educational Models with Technologies

The educational model is a set of organized and systematized activities to approach and solve a scientific problem in a

cycle of initiation–execution–closure. They are known as teaching–learning sequences (TLS) for the classrooms,

particularly focused on areas of abstract content such as science. Among them, the “demand for learning” and

“educational reconstruction” stand out . The first model is based on individual considerations and socio-cultural views of

learning. The lectures discuss scientific ideas in class, focusing on students’ daily thinking. It is the paradigm of the

teacher–student and scientific relationship every day . The model of educational reconstruction focuses on the

construction of scientific knowledge for student understanding, summarized as a process of abstraction and

deduction.The four-stage TLS model (exploration, introduction of variables, systematization, and application) combined

with AR technology, proposed in , improves the understanding of “reactivity in organic chemistry”. In these phases,

several activities are carried out with two types of operators: detailed level screens of their chemical compositions and

experimental operators for the real-time manipulation of three-dimensional molecular elements. Usability principles,

related to user experience, cognitive load, collaborative effort, and limitations of the classroom environment, are also

considered in the model. We appreciate that, in this model, the TLS focuses on how to transfer content in the given

context, and the tools allow for a constructivist approach to achieve the learning objectives proposed in each topic.There

is also good work on technologies in educational models that use the concept of instructional design. That concept,

according to , is the process of transferring learning principles into educational practice, considering material, activities,

sources of information, and evaluation. In , for example, instructional design focuses on the “development of learning

activities” and “learning technologies”, especially considering learning outcomes, the specificity of the contents to be

learned, the peculiarity of the learners, and the principles of educational psychology, which are intrinsic elements in the

learning process.In that context, extrinsic elements, such as time, level of discipline, instructor workload, and class

heterogeneity, addressed by , must also be taken into account. The practical aspects, as well as the interactive

experiences of AR, make instructional design more effective . This would be complemented by the postulate of

“orchestration”  for good classroom logistics and learning relationships. There are continuous activities of intrinsic and

extrinsic scenarios related to learning, which teachers must adequately integrate with digital and non-digital educational

resources for effective work with students. This integration will be efficient if the educator feels that there are

improvements in the habit of education.

3.2. Interactive Learning Model

Computer technology facilitates the interactive learning of the theories of science, making even microscopic elements and

phenomena visible, for better understanding and abstraction. In this sense, science and technology are in agreement with

the constructivist approaches, implemented following some instruction model. The constructivist theory is a dynamic and

interactive conception of human learning, where the students redefine, reorganize, elaborate, and change the initial

concepts through experiences in the environment . In 1980, the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (SBCS)

developed the 5E model, as an improved version of the previous sequential model, inspired by the constructivist theory of

learning . This model, composed by five states (E1–E5), has been used by some works of interactive learning, as 

with good results. Each state of that model can implement different methods and techniques of teaching . The 5E is a

sequential model of interactive instruction applied in an inquiry-based learning process . This model fosters

understanding of scientific concepts, research skills, analytical thinking, and reasoning skills. It encourages exploration

and reflection related to other concepts . The five states are Engagement (E1), Exploration (E2), Explanation (E3),

Elaboration (E4), and Evaluation (E5). In each phase, an activity is carried out to complement the previous one. For

example, in  teachers approach a new concept and relate it to previous and current knowledge, which is included in the
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E1 phase; in E2 students complete their knowledge through exploration experiences; in E3 activities are focused on

aspects of participatory experience to show their skills and understanding; in E4 students are challenged to broaden their

conceptual understanding to expand and deepen their knowledge and skills exposed in the previous phases; and finally,

in E5 students are evaluated according to the objectives of instruction.There are studies of the traditional 5E model, or

combined with technological approaches, to facilitate the learning of science and technology. For example, in laboratory

activities based on the 5E model, analyzed in , chemistry students began E1 with a “brainstorming technique” related to

previously acquired known concepts. In the following states, they conducted experiments, interpreted the micro- and

macroscopic levels of chemical solutions, and looked for explanations of the solutions. In , with good results, the 5E

model was complemented with interactive multimedia to promote the learning achievement of undergraduate students in

SQL. Due to the advantages of the 5E model for science education, an investigation among science teachers in schools

in Turkey  concludes that states E3, E2, E4, and E5, in that sequence, are more conducive to the use of technologies.

E2 state allows enabling cognitive constructions and interactive experiments, while E3 is more effective with visual

elements. E4 should be used to relate to everyday life. E5 can be used to monitor multiple skills. An interactive model

using AR within the context of the 5E interactive cycle for learning chemistry is implemented in . The use of AR in this

model is inspired by the good results of the works. The efficiency of the proposed model is verified with a group of

students to learn the phosphorus molecule. In state E1, an interactive AR was used to engage the student, different from

the brainstorming used in . The learning outcome with this model was better than using, for the same process, only the

conventional 5E model without AR or only conventional AR without 5E.The analyzed works show that the use of

interactive models based on 5E, combined with technological approaches in their states, as indicated , favors the

improvement in the learning of science and technology concepts. The AR in a 5E model state, for example in , allowed

better learning. It follows that other states could also be implemented with AR and narratives to motivate students to

promote research. Table 1 illustrates a summary of the benefits observed by some sources analyzed using the 5E model

and technologies.Table 1. 5E model and technology.

Model and
Technology Results

5E + mobile
Develop scientific inquiry skills, learning motivation ; improves educational achievement ; improves
reasoning ability, facilitates research, improves student participation .

5E + website
In mobile : prolonged engagement in the mobile learning, enhances students’ scientific knowledge,
understanding, and motivation. In computer : engage attention of students, make concepts more
meaningful.

5E + conceptual
play

In : develop scientific knowledge and understand scientific ideas.

5E mobile + AR In : learning motivation, significantly improves educational achievement, construct mental images of
the microcosmic world.

3.3. Augmented Reality in Learning

The use of AR in learning improves the development of students’ positive skills and attitudes . By simulating

chemical processes using AR, for example, students can conduct research experiences by interacting with 3D models of

microparticles . Students better understand scientific concepts, for example, the analysis of chemical gas phenomena,

verifying in the AR laboratory that they can visualize phenomena at the molecular level, which in real cases are not

observable . Similar benefits occur in the studies of phenomena and behaviors in nature. Particularly for basic natural

science, students could observe and manipulate the time and situations of the evolving virtual insects on plant leaves for

an effective understanding . A similar form is possible to analyze the biological elements in 3D simulation for better

understanding .In mathematics, an AR-based tool, involving both technical and academic skills, can enable the student

to develop his or her abilities for spatial and temporal perception of mathematical concepts and models. This can be

oriented to the analysis and synthesis of calculation concepts, with 2D and 3D visualization of their geometries ,

with collaborative approaches (fighting against information exclusion) as a complement to the concepts addressed in the

classes, interpretation of the results consistent with the theories as established by . Learning basic mathematics with

everyday life —among which are mathematic teaching methods related to the theory of the Piagetian stage—is also an

achievable alternative with AR, as addressed in , to weigh the physical, cognitive, and contextual dimensions. In this

approach, mathematical concepts are assimilated by physical manipulators (such as coins, fruits, among others) and

virtual manipulators (interactive software applications) that represent mathematical learning concepts. This form of

interaction increases knowledge retention because abstract educational concepts are related to physical spaces and

actions. Priority is given to aspects of intuitive interaction and coding of physical actions, which is part of computer-based

interaction. In addition, in this line, computer science students improved the understanding of abstract and technical

concepts using AR mobile tools combined with video material .The use of AR in the classroom allows students to
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actively participate . Classes are more effective and enjoyable if these tools are designed with pedagogical and

orchestration techniques in the classroom . However, some learning tools based on AR showed some observations in

relation, in general, with the aspects of usability of interactive systems. In  they showed that AR tools generate a

learning cost because the use of the natural interface reduces the external cognitive load , which is the mental

workload generated by cognitive activities indirectly related to the learning objective. It also suggests, particularly for

children, that AR experiences should work in a context that is appropriate for each user. This allows to take advantage of

contextually relevant learning methods that can be accessed at any time from any place through mobile devices.

3.4. Games and AR for Pleasant Learning

The use of play techniques in education makes the learning process fun and enjoyable for students of all ages .

Students are motivated and participate enthusiastically in classes. For example, motivation, participation, and better

understanding were observed in “introductory students to the industrial engineering program” when they were presented

with complex situations in the professional field during the first year of classes through educational games, as

demonstrated in the study conducted by . The game techniques also generate motivation in computer-assisted

language learning , which when combined with MAR technology are interesting tools in language studies to be used in

or out of the classroom . Some use serious games in learning, such as , combining with video games to teach

parametric design and environment simulation principles for architecture students, with emphasis on quantitative

performance and qualitative assessment, in an attractive and collaborative way.Children are more attracted to games.

This attraction is exploited by game-based tools that induce knowledge, such as those presented by  in the fun learning

of numbers by experiencing stories through MAR. Another MAR Game system, based on multimedia elements, is

presented in  to help primary school students understand science reading. The effectiveness and motivation of

learning-related concepts is eminent when the visual objects are converted into 3D models on mobile devices. Thus,

games combined with AR techniques are effective in inducing knowledge in children. It is also observed that the AR game

Pokémon Go promotes the development of attention, concentration, and socialization in children and adults .In general,

the attributes of the games make users of game-based applications improve their visual attitudes and attention span ,

while enjoying their experimental qualities, psychological satisfaction, and possibilities for autonomous play . The

games in the AR learning tool cause positive effects such as pleasure and interest, with a greater incidence in effective

learning improvements, and they promote social interactions among the students . In addition, AR games facilitate a

natural and independent way of learning manipulation, particularly favorable for self-directed students , despite

generating some cognitive load. This is shown in , in comparison with the task-based method used by students in

sequential mode to learn English vocabularies. In this case, the cognitive load caused by AR games can be minimized

with usability principles. Language learning, focused on , is more natural and enjoyable with MAR games based on

local objects known as trees and works of art, which are combined with virtual objects and texts . In chemistry ,

presents the AR game “mystery of the table” for the learning complement in the form of stories, which allows students to

enjoy and learn by manipulating virtual chemical elements. The interactivity and cooperative attitudes of the users in the

interpretation of the abstract concepts of mathematics, based on the 3D geometric representations provided by AR

applications, allows a fun learning experience and improvement in performance .In this sense, the works of the

educational systems based on AR games are mainly focused on pleasant experiences with the visualization of objects

and phenomena in 3D using AR paradigms for a better understanding of the concepts studied; additionally, this takes

advantage of the location and orientation that modern mobiles have. An example, among others, is the AR games mobile

framework for educational support (MAGIS) for the development of new educational games based on AR . This

framework uses the Unity game engine as a base and is composed of the AR game logic subsystem, the AR subsystem,

the navigation subsystem, and the analytical subsystem. Using this framework, virtual city tour games are created to learn

history and eventually interact with historical characters that offer help, in this case, as a mobile AR adventure game with

GPS as the player’s location sensor for representation purposes. In , the benefits of RA in education and sports training

are analyzed. Their location-based MAR games approach provides feedback, in cooperation with other participants, that

can be useful for training scenario designs. You get additional information, additional feedback for simulated practice,

introduce new rules, and create new sports. Table 2 shows the good results achieved by the different sources studied

involving AR, games, and AR games.Table 2. Technologies for learning and enjoyable learning.

Elements Sources Results

AR Effective learning experience in abstract courses.

 Meaningful learning and increased effectiveness for low-achieving students.

 Improving the teaching–learning process in a fun and interactive way.

 Improves performance in learning abstract content.
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Elements Sources Results

 Improves attitude and learning outcome through interaction.

AR-Games Intrinsic motivation in learning.

 Students significantly increased their conceptual understanding.

 Motivation to learn and work collaboratively.

Games Motivation to participate and better understand the content.

 Improved learning and problem solving.
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